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SHELL: A PRIMARY AND DUAL FORMULATION 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For many applications it is very important to know the behaviour of complicated 
structures consisting of elementary substructures (for example of various components 
of a mashine). It is natural that the behaviour of each element of the structure in­
fluences the behaviour of the others and vice versa it is influenced by them. Such 
problems are called the contact problems. 
Evaluation of the contact forces of (deformed) bodies is of great importance for 
the stability estimates of constructions. The first solution of this problem in the three 
dimensional formulation is due to G. Hertz who introduced the hypothesis (Hertz's 
hypothesis) about a small contact area as compared with the linear measures of 
contacting bodies. Contact problems are nonclassical in the sense that the initial 
contact area or the contact stress are unknown. The intensity of the contact forces 
of two bodies in a contact assumes a great value on a certain subdomain of the 
contact area. This is a disturbing phenomenon, because great values of the normal 
contact stress of a structure causes weariness and even the collapse of the element of 
the structure. For this reason it is inevitable to correct the contact area in such a way 
that the points of the normal stress graph are small. It is possible to assume that the 
function expressing the dependence of pressure on the vector displacement has 
a known form. 
The mathematical model of contact problems does not directly lead to a classical 
boundary value problem of the elasticity theory. It is because of the unknown zone 
of contact and of the unknown contact stress along that zone. Unlike the classical 
problems of the elasticity theory, the set of admissible functions is not a linear space, 
but only its convex subset. Hence the problem is nonlinear as a consequence of the 
contact boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are in a form of inequali­
ties. Problems of that form in the elasticity theory were for the first time examined 
by Signorini. The theory of variational inequalities is a simple but strong device 
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for the study of the above problems. We can find a detailed analysis of the variational 
inequalities in the monographs Kinderlehrer-Stampacchia [12], Duvaut-Lions [3] . 
The books Hlavacek, Haslinger, Necas, Lovisek [8], Kikuchi-Oden [10], Glowinski, 
Lions, Tremolieres [4], give their numerical solutions by the method of finite elements. 
In this paper we analyze the primary and the dual variational formulation of the 
contact problem for a cylindrical shell and a stiff punch. We use the method of 
penalization and duality (Lagrange multipliers). A numerical realization using finite 
elements is presented for the primary formulation. 
2. THE GEOMETRY OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL 
Let Q cz R2 be bounded. dQ is the boundary of Q. The middle surface of a cylin­
drical shell can be considered as the image of Q with respect to a function 4> : Q -> R3. 
We assume that the boundary dQ and the function cP are sufficiently smooth. 
A cylindrical shell is an elastic body T defined in the space K3 by 
(2.1) T= {Mє Rъ: OM = Ф(x, ę) + z v(ę), (x, cp) є Q , 
ie(x,ę) < < i e(x, ę)} , 
where e is the thickness of the shell, v is the normal vector for the middle surface Sf 
and we assume 
(2.2) Q = [ - Я , # ] х [а>/?]> 
Ф(х, ср) = хех + a cos среу + a sin cpez 
Fig. 1. 
For simplicity we consider only kinematic homogeneous boundary conditions on dQ: 
(23) 
õw 
u = v = w = — = 0 , 
ôn 
where n is the normal vector to the surface dQ x [ — e; e] and u — <u, v, vv> is the 
displacement vector of the points on the shell middle surface. 
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3. FUNCTION SPACES 
We denote by L2(Q) the space of all measurable square integrable functions with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure dQ = a dx dip. 
Let 
SM , i 
Da = , a = ax + a2 . 
dxaid(p*2 ' ' 
We introduce the Sobolev spaces 
Hk(Q) = {v\ DaveL2(Q); |a| = k} , 
H10(Q) = {v\veH
1(Q), v\eQ = 0} , 




Hk(Q) is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(u, v)Hk(Q) = £ f DawDav dfí . 
Further we consider C"(0) — the space of w-times continuously differentiable 
functions defined on Q, S(Q) — the space of arbitrary differentiable functions on Q. 
We denote the indicatrix function of the set K(Q) by 
,0 for VEK(Q) 
+ oo for v £ K(fi) ; 
3 
(a . b)/?3 = a .h = YJl





4. CONTACT CONDITIONS 
The initial configuration of a body T is determined by the position vector OiM = 
= x = <x, y, z>, where the components are the Lagrange coordinates of a material 
point. Let n(M) be the displacement vector of the point M for the given load. Then 
the new position of the point M, after the deformation, is described in terms of the 
new coordinates by 
(4.1) OM* = J = x + u(M) , 
where the coordinates of the vector f = <£l5 £2, C3> are Euler's coordinates of the 
material point M*. 
The surface of the punch is described by the equation 
(4.2) Z(x, y, z) = 0 
We further define the contact area Sf c of the shell by 
Sec = {M e R
3\ OM = #(x, (p) + e v(cp); (x, cp) e Qc} . 
Then we have Z(M) < 0 for the jnner points of the punch and Z(M) > 0 for the 
points outside the punch. Moreover, we assume Z(M) < 0 on a set of positive mea-
sure contained in Qc, hence the contact of the shell is active. 
The stress vector pc on the area Sf c of the contact has the form 




T)i = pljVj - p
c
N v t , 
where 
(4.4) pcN = p'ijViVj = p
cvt, 
pcj are the components of the stress tensor and plc the components of the stress 
vector on the contact surface Sf c. We formulate the contact conditions — the con-
ditions of nonpenetrating (a kinematic restriction on the field of the displacement 
vectors M(M) for the contact problem) in the following way: 
V. If after the deformation of the elastic cylindrical shell the points of the surface Sf c 
are also points of the surface (4.2), hence 
(4.5) Z(M + M(M)) = 0 , M e y c , 
then the tangential component pT of the stress vector pc vanishes and the normal 
component pN is nonpositive. 
2°. In the case that 
(4.6) Z(M + u(M)) > 0 , MeS?c, 
the vector pc vanishes at M . However, it is not known when the point (M + u(M)) 
is at the same time a point of the area (4.2), which is the kernel of our problem. We 
further assume a sufficiently small value of the displacement vector w(M), 
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jgrad Z(M)| = 1 for every M e £fc and the boundedness of the first and the second 
derivative of the function Z(M). Hence, making use of the Taylor formula for the 
function Z(M) + u(M)): 
, . Z(M + u(M)) = Z(M) + grad Z(M). u(M) + o(\\u\\), 
we can linearize the contact conditions and write 
(4.7) Z(M) + u(M). grad Z(M) = 0 pcT = O ; p
c
N <, 0 , 
Z(M) + u(M). grad Z(M) > 0 p^-vy = 0 = p
c, M e ^ c . 
Hence a displacement vector field u(M) is kinematically admissible for the contact 
problem if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(4.8) 1° n(M ; u(M)) = Z(M) + u(M). grad Z(M) = 0 , 
2° P^O, 
3° pcN n(M ; u(M)) = 0 
for every M e Sf c. 
The identity (4.8,3°) expresses the complementary condition for a variational for-
mulation of the problem. The condition (4.8,1°) means that the rigid punch can not 
penetrate into the body (the cylindrical shell) and the complementary condition, 
that a nonzero contact stress exists only at such points at which the punch is in ac-
cordance with the shell. Due to the Kirchhoff* hypothesis about normal element 
conservation for M e 9^c we put 
(4.9) u(M) = (u - e — , v : — , w 
\ dx a dcp 
where <w, v, w> is the displacement vector of the middle surface £f c. 
5. DISPLACEMENTS VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
We search a solution of the contact problem on a convex subset of the space 
(5.1) W(Q) = H\Q) x H\Q) x H2(Q) . 
Let us define the subspace of PV(£2) by 
(5.2) V(Q) = I n = <w, v, w> e W(Q) | u = v = w = ,-X = 0 on, doi , 
where we consider boundary conditions in the sense of traces. Further, we introduce 
the set of kinematically admissible displacements by v 
(5.3) K(Q) = {u = <»>, X, o>> e V(Q)\ H(M; u(M)) = 0 for a.e. M e 9C} . 
Lemma 1. The set K(Q) is convex and closed in V(Q). 
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Proof. Convexity follows directly from the form of the set K(Q). Let (uk) e K(Q) 
be convergent in V(Q). Then the sequence T1(M; uk(MJ) is convergent in [L2(f2)]
3 
and Il(M; uk(M)) — 0 for every k and a.e. M e ^ c . Then also the limit element 
u e V(Q) must satisfy the last inequality and hence u e K(Q) and K(Q) is closed. 
Following [16] we introduce the system of six deformation operators 





Nг(u) = ć l l 9 N2(u) = ł22 , Nз(ü) = \(łi2 + i21) 
N4(u) = Xll9 N5(u) = X229 N6(u) = X129 

















2a V ôx ôcp õx 
1 дu 
a дcp 
Moreover we define the system of six operators of forces and moments 




S. =Ntl, S2=N22, S3 = 2Nl2, 
Sл=-Mu, S5=-M22, S6=-2M12, 
Ntl = ß ( Л i +џł2г), 
N12 = Щl-џ)(f12 + ł21), 
N22 = B(t22 + џt^), 
e 
B 2E 
Mu = -D(X11 +nX22), 
M12= -D{\-n)X12, 
M22= -D(X22 + nXlx), 
e3 
D = 2E— (1 - n2), 1 - fl2 
LI — the Poisson number. 
Now we have 
(5.6) S = [ X ] N ( U ) , 
where [K] = [K//] is a constant, symmetric and positively definite matrix of the form 
B B 
B B 
. . 25(1 - LI) 
M D D 
D D 
. . 2D(ì - џ) 
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We introduce a bilinear form a(u; v) on the space V(O) by 
a(u; v) = N(u)T [K ] N(v) dO = VT[A] U dQ , u,ve V(Q) , 
J Q Jo 
where 
/ , d\l/ d\l/ dX dX dco do d2oj d2oj d2co 
V = ( *A> — - — - ^5 — > —• 9 (°> — - — > — r - , 
\ dx d(p dx d(p dx dq> dx dx d(p dq>2 
I du du dv dv dw dw d2w d2w d 2 w\ T 
U = (u, — , — , v, — , — , w, — , — , — - , , \ 
\ dx d(p dx d(p dx d(p dx dxd(p d(p2 / 
(continued p. 415). 
Lemma 2* The bilinear form a(", •) is continuous on V(Q) x V(0). 
The p r o o f can be found in [16]. 
An element u e K(O) satisfying the variational inequality 
(5.7) a(u; v - u) = 0 for all veK(Q) 
or equivalently 
(5.7^ S(u) = S(v) for all v e K(Q) , 
where S(v) = \a(y; v), is called a weak variational solution of the contact problem. 
The variational inequality (5.7) corresponds to the principle of virtual work in the 
unilateral problem for a cylindrical shell. 
We can express the bilinear form a(u; v) in the form 
a(u; v) = (stfu; v}v(Q) for all u,v e V(Q) , 
where s4 : V(0) -> V*(0) is a linear bounded operator and <•, '}V(Q) is the duality 
pairing between V(O) and V*(0). The inequality (5.7) can be expressed in the form 
(5.8) (stfu; v - u}v(Q) = 0 . 
Further we define the operator E as the restriction of the operator s4 on the set 
D(E) = {ve 7(0) | stfv e [L2(0)]
3} by 
Ev = stfv for all v e D(E) . 
The set D(E) is dense in [L 2(0)]
3 and the operator E is unbounded and closed from 
[L2(Q)f -> [L2(Q)f. Then for u e V(0) n [H
2(Q) X H2(0) x H4(0)] cz D(E) we 
have 
a(u; v) = (Eu; r ) [ L 2 W ] 3 
and the variational equation 
(5.9) a(u; v) = 0 for all v e [D(0)]3 
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is equivalent to 
(5.10) Eu = 0 
(the equilibrium equation in the sense of distribution), whose scalar form is 
___ f Fe2 TJ_ / ___\ du _x_dv_ 1 A . e2 \ e2 d2w 
3x 11 — /x! a4 V 3a2 / <3x a2 dcp a 
lie2 <32wl 5 Ee T 1 / . . e2 \ du 
6a1 LV 
.{__£__[! li + ___)__ + ._._- + _.(! + _ 
; (1 — j.i [_a4 \ 3a2/ dx a2 dq> a3 \ 6a2/ 6a5 8x2 
;~\ _ A £ e [_L A __L\ _? 1 _? _ _fl ___L"R 
! J á> 1 + /i L2a2 \ 3a 2 / ó> 2a2 dx 6a3 cbcdcpjj 
_ő_ [ Ee 1 /<9u ^
y \l d V Ee í fi du dv \i Yl 
1 + /x 2a 2 \d<B- 3x/J OV [_1 — /i2 \ a 2 dx dep a J\ 
Ee r__ í _e_\ du _: dv_ J_ / e2 \ _ ____ O_w __ _____ __wl 
1 - /r2 L«3 \ 6a2) dx a dep a2 \ 12a2/ * 12a4 dx2 12a2 O>2J 
a 2 V Ee2 ( „ 5u d2w 3 d
2wY| 
— - — - 2 aw + a — - + /x<r — - -
3x2 Ll2a 5 ( l -/x 2) V dx dx2 O>7j 
?)] 
+ 
_12a5(l - џ2) \ õx 
Г £e 3 dw d2w 
f- a 
dx dep |_ 6a3(l — jn) \ dep dx depj 
Ee2 du d2w 




O^y2 |_12a3(l - n2) V ^5x r"~ ' ^ dx2 ' ' O^V 
We define the unilateral contact problem for a cylindrical shell in the following 
way: 
Problem (_^). To find such a sufficiently smooth vector function u that 
(5.11) pcN(M) = E u(M) on Sf = {OM = <_>(x, <jo) + e v(<p), (x, <p) e .Q} 
and 
(5.12) pc(M) = 0 on Sf - Sfe, 
pcN(M) g 0 , H(M; u(M)) = 0 on Sf c, 
pcN(M) U(M\ u(M)) = 0 on Sfc (a complementary condition), 
pc r(M) = 0 on ^ , 
5w ____ 
u = v = w = — = 0 on O__ . 
dn 
Theorem 1. Let u e K(Q) be a solution of (5.12). Then 
(5.13) a(u; v ~ u) = 0 for all v e K(Q) . 
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On the other hand, if u e K(Q) is a solution of (5.13), then 
pN(M) = Eu(M) = 0 (in the sense of distributions), 
11(M; u(MJ) = 0 (in the sense of L2(QC)). 
Moreover, if u e [H2(Q) x H2(Q) x H4(Qj] n V(Q), then 
Eu = pNe L2(QC) and p
c
NH(M; u(M)) = 0 a.e. in Qc and pN = 0 in the sense 
of L2(QC). 
Proof. The conditions (5.12) imply the inequality 
(5.14) pcN(M) [n(M; v(M)) - H(M; U(M))] = 0 for all v e K(Q) . 
Multiplying the equation (5.11) by (v — u) and integrating by parts we obtain 
(5.15) a(u; v - u) = | pc . (v - u) dQ . 
J Qc 
For the active points M of the contact on Qc we can write 
(5.16) grad Z(M) = -y Q(M) , 
where O(M) = |grad Z(M)| > 0 (a smooth convex surface = the boundary of the 
punch). Then we arrive at 
(5.17) pcN(v - u) . grad Z(M) = p
c
N[(Z(M) + v . grad Z(M)) -
- (Z(M) + u . grad Z(M))~] = pN[n(M; v(M)) - H(M; u(M)j] = 0 
(due to (5A4)). 
Using the condition (5A6) we obtain the estimate 
0 ^ pN(v — u) . grad Z(M) = -pN Q(M) (VN — uN), which holds for pN ^ 0, 
O(M) > 0 if and only if (vN — uN) ^ 0 for every v e K(Q). 
As 
f pc . (v - u) dQ = f « p > + p r> . <(v^ - uN) v + (vT - u r ) » dQ = 
J Qc J Qc 
= Í PN{VN ~ uN) dQ ^ 0 (pт m 0) , 
JQC 
we have, taking into account (5.14), the inequality (5.13). 
On the other hand let u e K(Q) be a solution of the inequality (5.13). Let q> = 
= <p(x, cp) = <\(p\,<P2,<pi> be a smooth vector function that satisfies the homo­




and inserting v = u + <p in (5.13) we have a(«; <̂ ) = 0. Hence the homogeneous 
equilibrium equations (the equations (5.10) on Q — Qc) are fulfilled in the sense of 
distributions. Then from the inequality (5.13) we obtain the estimate (for a smooth 
function u) 
(5.18) < J / U ; v - u}vm = (Eu; v - u)rL2(sQc)]3 = 
C(M). (v(M) - v(M)) dQ = 0 for all v e K(Q) 
f j pc(M). (v(M) - u(M)) dQ = 0 for all v e K(^) J. 
Putting <p(M) = v(M) — u(M) on Q and using <p(M) = cpN v(M) + <pr we obtain 
(5.19) pN(pNdQ+\ p
c
T.<pTdQ = 0. 
J Qc J Qc 
If we have contact at a point M e ^ c , then (5.16) yields cpN(M) = 0, (pT(M) arbitrary. 
The set 
(5.20) W(QC) = {<pe V(Q)\ cpN(M) = 0; M e <?c} 
is a linear subspace of [L2(jQc)]
3. Analyzing (5.19) we have 
I pcT(u) .(pTdQ = 0 for any q> e W(QC). JQC 
Then we have 
(5.21) PT(U(M)) = 0 for any M e S?c 
as an element of the space [^(-^c)]3? which due to (5.19) implies 
/* 
(5.22) pcN(u) (vN - uN) dQ = 0 for all v e K(Q). 
J Qc 
Let us denote by <f c the zone of contact, i.e. the set of such points M e ^ that 
the relation (4.8) is an equality. We put <pN = vN — uN on £f „ assuming additionally 
<pN = 0 on &c. Putting v = u + cp e K(Q) for \<p\ sufficiently small with a suitable 
support, we obtain pN(M) = 0 for every M e 9>c — §Pc as an element of L2(.Oc). 
The inequality (5.22) now implies 
Í. p
c
N(u) q>NdQ = 0 for all cpN e L2(QC) , <pN = 0 , 
1QC 
because v = u + cp e K(Q) for <pN = 0, i.e. pN(u(M)) = 0 in the sense of L2(QC) 
for every M e &c. 
R e m a r k 1. For pN = 0 in the sense of distributions we can show the following 
interpretation. Let D(Q) = {(p e D(Q) | cp = 0}. Then D(.Q) is a negative cone of test 
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functions. Hence we define a nonpositive distribution pN = 0 if (pN, <l>>D(oc) = 0 
for every cp e D(QC), where <•, *>D(OC) *
S t*ie Pairing between D*(Q) and D(.Q). The 
complementary condition pN[J(M; u(M)) = 0 a.e. on in (5.12) will be verified in 
Section 7 after using a Lagrange multiplier. 
6. EXISTENCE AND UNICITY 
We use a technique of Hlavacek, Necas [8] for the proof of existence of the above 
problem. 
The matrix [K] is positively definite, symmetric and hence 
(6.1) a(v; v) = a f |N(v)|
2 dQ = a £ ||N,W||L2(r» , a > 0 , 
J o < - -
(6.2) a(w; v) = a(v; u) for any u, v e K(Q). 
Let Py(Q) be the subspace of possible virtual displacements of the middle surface 
of the shell as of a solid body, i.e. 
(6-3) Prm = {ve V(Q)\ £ | В Д Ц 2 ( f l ) = 0} . 
6 
E 
< f = i 
6 Lemma 3. The system of operators {N^(w)}^=1 is coercive on V(Q), i.e. there exists 
such a c > 0 that 
(6.4) £ IM-OI&ai) + H u * « W = cH|r («> j ^ a " « e V(<2) • 
< f = l 
Further, due to ([8] — 10.4.5) we have 
IV) = {0} • 
Then due to (Lemma 11.3.2. — [8]), Lemma 3 and the inequality (6.1) we obtain 
(6.5) a(v; v) = a J v H ^ for all v e V(Q), a1 > 0 . 
Theorem 2. There exists a unique solution u e K(Q) of the variational ine-
quality 
(6.6) < J / U ; v - uyv(Q) = a(u; v - u) = 0 fOr any v e K(Q) . 
Proof. We formulate the penalized equation 
(6.7) a(uE; v) + - </?(«,), v>K(il) = 0 for all veV( .Q), 
e 
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where the penalizator /? : V(Q) -> V*(Q) is of the form 
(6.8) ([J(u); v)V(Q) = - f [Z(M) + gradZ(M). u(M)]~ gradZ(M). v(M)dQ 
J Q 
with v+ = sup (v, 0), v~ = sup ( — v, 0), v = v+ — v~ the linear form v ~> 
-> Jflc [Z(M) + grad Z(M) . u(M)]~ grad Z(M). v dQ is continuous on V(Q) and 
defines the functional fi(u) e V*(Q). 
The properties of fi: 
\° Lipschitz continuity: Using the inequality ((a + c)~ — (b + c)~) d = 
_ la — b| |d| for arbitrary real numbers a, b, c, d, we can write 
<jg(v) - p(u); w)V(Q) = f {[Z(M) + grad Z(M). u(M)]~ -
J Qc 
- [Z(M) + grad Z(M). v(M)]~} grad Z(M). w(M) dQ = 
= J |grad Z(M) . (u(M) - v(M))\ |grad Z(M). w(M)| dQ ^ 
= const. ||v(M) - u(M) || V(Q) ||w(M)||F(fl) 
(using the theorem on traces [15]); 
2° p(u) = 0 o [Z(M) + grad Z(M) . u(M)]~ = Ooue K(Q) (considering the 
estimate |grad Z(M)| = 1); 
3° monotonicity on V(Q) : 
(P(v)-fS(u); v-u}V(Q) = 
{[Z(M) + grad Z(M). v(M)]~ - [Z(M) + grad Z(M). u(M)]~} 
i 
[grad Z(M). (v(M) - u(M)] dQ = 
{[Z(M) + grad Z(M). v(M)]~ - [Z(M) + grad Z(M) . u(M)]~) 
{[Z(M) + grad Z(MJ. v(M)]~ - [Z(M) + grad Z(M). u(M)]} dQ = 
{[Z(Mj + grad Z(M) . v(M)]- - [Z(M) + grad Z(M). u(M)]~}2 dQ = 0 , 
fì 
where we have used the relations: —(a — b ) (a — b) = — (a — b ). 
. [a+ - a~) - (b+ - b-)] = - ( a " - b-)(a+ - b+) + (a" - b")2 = 
= (a" — b")
2 for any a, b e R; 
4° hemicontinuity: It is a consequence of Lipschitz continuity of the operator fi, 
i.e. for u,v,we V(Q) the function 1 -> </?(u + Av); w}V(Q) is continuous on R. 
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Applying the theory of monotone operators [14] we obtain a unique solution 
u e V(Q) of the penalized equation (6.7). 
Now we verify that the solutions uee V(Q) are bounded with.respect to e. Let 
v0 G K(Q) be an arbitrary element. Inserting v = uE — v0 in the equation (6.7) and 
using P(v0) = Owe arrive at 
(6.9) a(uE; uE - v0) + - ($(ue) - /}(v0); uE - v0}V(Q) = 0 . 
e 
The monotonicity of /? implies 
(6.10) a(uE; ue- v0) = 0 , 
while the ellipticity of the form a(-; •) yields 
C I | | U 8 | | K ( P ) = C2||Ue||K(.Q) ||
Vo||V(.Q) 
and 
(6-11) | |u e | | K ( f 2 ) = -C, 
where C does not depend on e. 
We can extract such a subsequence (denoting it again by u£) that 
(6.12) ue -- u (weakly) in V(Q) for s -> 0 . 
Further the equation (6.7) and the estimate (6.11) imply 
(6.13) \\K»e)\\vHO) = sup ^ ^ = 0(e) , 
v*0 | |v | |K ( I J ) 
and, due to (6.11), (6.13) we have 
l im <jS(ue); ue - v}V(Q) = 0 . 
Using the monotonicity of /? and the weak convergence (6.12) we arrive at 
(6T4) < - / % ) ; u - v)v(Q) = 0 for all veV(Q). 
Let v = u + Xw; X > 0; w e V(Q). Then the inequality (6.14) implies 
(6.15) <^(u + Xw); w)V(Q) = 0 for any X > 0 . 
Using the hemicontinuity of /? we obtain after X -> 0 
(6.16) <j8(u); w>n f l ) . > 0 for all w e V(Q) 
which implies j^(u) == 0 and u e K(Q). 
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Inserting in (6.7) v — ue instead of v; v e K(Q), we have 
(6.17) a(ue; v - ue) = i <jS(v) - j8(wj; v - ue>F(r3) = 0 . 
s 
The bilinear form a(v; v) is weakly lower semicontinuous on V(Q) and (6A2) implies 
(6.18) a(u; M) <; lim inf a(iie; we) 
and the inequality (6.6) follows immediately from (6.17). 
It remains to verify the unicity of a solution of (6.6). If ul9 u2 eK(Q) are two 
solutions of (6.6), then a(u1 — u2; ux — u2) = 0 and ut = u2, because the form 
a(v; v) is coercive — (6.5). 
We have verified that a sequence of solutions (uE) of penalized equations converges 
to a solution u e K(Q) of the variational inequality (6.6), if s -> 0. We shall verify, 
using the Lagrange multiplier, that the approximate force pNe = — Ijs (n(M; uE))~ . 
. grad Z(M) converges to the contact forces for the unilateral problem, if s -» 0. 
The physical meaning of the penalized member is described in [ l l ] and [16]. 
The physical idea is rather simple: the solid punch is approximated by continuously 
distributed feathers with rigidity 1/e for sufficiently small s > 0. If s -> 0 the feather 
of foundation turns into the rigid one and the condition (4.8) can be replaced by the 
relation 
(6A9) pcNE = - \Z(M) + grad Z(M) . *e(Mj\~ grad Z(M), 
£ 
which represents a boundary condition for a unilateral feather supporting. Replace-
ment of the condition (4.8) by the relation (6.9) means that the intensive contact 
stress is determined on the region Qc as the penalization, if the obstacle E(M; u) = 0 
generated by the solid punch is abolished. Replacement of the solid punch by a system 
of solid feathers is called the penalization of the obstacle (4.8) with e as a parameter 
of penalization. 
7. A DUAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM (^) 
We introduce a real function co(v, fi) by 
(7.1) cD(v,fl)=\ iin(M;v)&Q; veV(Q), JJLEA~(QC), 
J Qc 
where 
(7.2) A~(QC) = {lieL2(QC)\ \i = 0}-convex cone . 
A function co(v, fi) is homogeneous with respect to fi: 
(7.3) co(v; k\x) = k aj(w; pi) for any fi = 0 , k e R . 
All 
The convex set K(Q) can be characterized by 
(7.4) v e K(Q) <-> /i17(M, v) dQ = 0 for any /J e A ~(Rj • 
J-Qc 
We introduce the Lagrangian by 
(7.5) $e(y, pi) = S(v) + j fin(M, v) dQ on V(Q) x L2(QC), 
J Qc 
g(y) = l a (y; y) , 
Let us denote 
(7-6) ^,M-<f,; "2S' 
x + oo; v ^ K ( O ) . 
Lemma 4. Let (7.2) hOW. Then 
(7.7) *KW(*)= sup JSf(v;^). 
MSA-(£QC) 
Proof. We have fflc /H7(M; v) dQ = 0 for all v e K(Q) and \i e A~(QC). Moreover, 
0 e A~(QC) which implies 
sup Se(v, /i) = <£(v) + sup /xi7(M, v) dO = ^(v) = <£K(fl)(v) . 
lieA-(Qc) neA~(Qc) J QQ 
Next, if v £ K(O), there exists such an element p.* e A~(QC) that j 0 c H*n(M, v) dQ = 
= 6) > 0. However, /1~(.QC) is a cone and k/ie A~(QC) for k > 0. Moreover, 
Jfle kpi*n(M, v) dO = k<9 > 0. Consequently, 
sup Ji?(v, /i) = sup JSf(v; k/I) = $(y) + sup k6> = + oo = SKiQ)(v). 
fieA~(Qc) k^O k^O 
If an element X e A~(Oc) satisfies the relations 
(7.8) inf S(v) = inf sup <?(v; jn) = inf JS?(v; X) 
veK(Q) veV(Q) neA~(Qc) veV(Q) 
then it is called the Lagrange multiplier of the original problem and X is a solution 
of the dual problem. 
Dual problem (&*). To find the element X e A~(QC) realizing 
(7.9) sup { inf \S(v) + j /iIl(M; v) d o l l . 
HBA~(QC) (veV(Q) L JQC JJ 
Lemma 5. There exists at least one solution of the problem (0*). 
Proof. For \x e A~(QC) there exists an element u^ eK(Q) realizing 
inf \S(v) + j fin(M; v)doi . 
>evM i J Qc J reГ(П)
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Denote M(/T) = inf (F(v) + $Qc jin(M; v) dQ}. Then the function fi --> M(pi) is 
УЄV(ß) 
concave and weakly upper ssmicontinuous. As A (Qc) is convex and closed in L2(QX 
there exists an element X e A~(QC) for which M(X) = sup M(/i), which implies the 
HeA~(Qc) 
proof of Lemma 5. 
The next step is to verify the existence of an element X e A~(QC) satisfying the equa-
tion (7.8). Hence the original problem on K(Q) is equivalent to the minimum problem 
on V(Q) (the space without any obstacle). 
Lemma 6. Let the set A~(QC) be defined by (7.2). Then X e A~(QC) is theLagrange 
multiplier and u e K(Q) minimizes S(v) on K(Q) if and only if 
(7.10) 1° S(u) + Xn(M; u) dQ = S(v) + f XTI(M; v) dQ for all v e K(Q) , 
J Qc J Qc 
2° j fin(M; u) dQ = 0 for all fiGA~(Qc), 
JQC 
XII(M; u) dQ = 0 . 
Proof. If the relations (7.10) hold, then u eK(Q) due to (7.9,2°) and u minimizes 
S(v) on K(Q) due to 
(ii) = S(u) + XП(M; u) dQ = S(v) + I XП(M; v) dQ = S(v) 
ic JQC 
and 
(7.11) inf S(v) = inf £>(v; X) . 
veK(Q) veK(Q) 
Conversely, suppose that X is the Lagrange multiplier and u minimizes S(v) on 
K(Q). AS U e K(Q) we have \Qc nTl(M; u) dQ S 0 for all fi e A~(QC) and in particular 
\Qc Xn(M; u) dQ = 0. On the other hand, due to (7.8) 
S(u) = inf <£(v; X) = <£(u; X) = S(u) + | Xn(M; u) dQ 
veV(̂ c) JQc 
which implies \Qc XTI(M; u) dQ = 0 and hence Jfic XIl(M; u) dQ = 0. 
We now have 
(7.12) S(u) + j Xn(M; u) dQ = S(u) = inf &(v\ X) = 
J Qc vzV(Q) 
= inf \s(v) + j Xn(M; v) dQ]. 
veV(Q) \_ JQc J 
We can formulate the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3. The element <u; X} e K(Q) x A (Qc) is the saddle point of the func-
tional $£(y\ p.), i.e. 
(7.13) J2?(u, /L) = JS?(u, A) = J§?(v, A) for any p e A~(.QC), v e V(Q). 
Proof. The assertion of the theorem is a consequence of Lemmas 4, 5, 6. 
Lemma 7. The element <u; A> solves the problem (7.13) if and only if 
(7.14) a(u; v) + j A grad Z(Mj . v d O = 0 , 
Jr?c 
(/i - AJ I7(M; u) dO ^ 0 fOrany v e V(-Q), /lEA"(.Qc) . L 
Proof . The equality in (7.14) expresses the condition grad„ $£(y\ X) = 0, which is 
equivalent to the right hand side of (7.13), the mequality in (7.14) is identified with 
the left hand side of (7.13). 
Integrating the equation in (7.14) by parts we obtain (for a smooth u and vanishing 
tangential contact forcesj 
Eu = 0 — the equilibrium equation , 
- í pcuVj ÚQ + Í X — áQ = 0 , 
JQC JQC
 dxi 
and hence we have 
p^jVj = X(dZjdXi) — the equilibrium equation on the contact area of the cylinder. 
A physical interpretation of the Lagrange multiplier X can be given in the following 
way. Due to the vanishing forces we have the relation 
pcN = X^; MeQc. 
ov 
Also we have 
t - l 
PN ' (f)' 
8. FINITE ELEMENTS APPROXIMATION 
The approximation of the problem (^J consists of two steps. 
1° Replacing the problem (^J by the finite dimensional problem ( ^ J . 
2° Numerical solution of the problem (£?h)-
The problem (0>h) means in this case the finite element approximation of the prob-
lem (0>). Let {^H}, 0 < h _̂  h0 < co, be a regular system of triangulations of the 
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region Q. That means that 
1. Q = U Th i = \,2,...,n(h), 
where h > 0 is the maximal length of sides of all triangles from 3Fh. 
2. There exists .90 > 0 such that 
min Sh ^ 3 0 for any h e (0, b0> , 
where 9>h is an arbitrary interior angle in an arbitrary triangle of the triangulation #" / r 
If Jih denotes the set of ali nodes of the triangulation 3Fh, then we assume 
(8.1) Jfhl a J/h2 if ht > h2. 
Let Te 3Fh be the triangle with vertices ax, a2, a3, mid-points hj = i{
aj-i + aj+i) 
and let Cj be the intersection of the sides aj-1aj+1 and their normals Vj, j = 1, 2, 3. 
(We denote O0 = a3, a4 = at). 
It is known from the interpolation theory [2] that the following 21 values — 
degrees of freedom 
(8.2) IT = {p(ai)9 D p(ai)(ai^1 - at), Dp(ai)(ai + 1 - at), 1 S i ^ 3 ; 
D2p(ai)(aj+1 - af, I ^ i,j ^ 3; DpQj^a, - ct), I £ i £ 3} 
uniquely determine a polynomial of the fifth degree p5 e P^T) — the Argyris element.. 
For every triangulation 3Fh we now introduce finite dimensional spaces 
(8.3) Xh(Q) = {vh e C°(Q)\ vh{Ti e P2(Tt) for any TL e #",, vh = 0 on 8Q} ' 
(8.4) 
Yh(Q) = \vhe C\Q)\ vh]Ti e P5(Tt) for any TJ.e iF/r„ ^ = ___ - 0 on d m . 
The space 
(8.5) Vh(Q) = X„(fi) x Xh(Q) x Y,(fi) 
is a finite dimensional subspace of the space V(Q). We define a finite dimensional 
approximation of the convex set K(Q) by 
(8.6) Kh(Q) = {«, _= <u„, vh, w„> e Vh(Q)\ )l(a,; uh(at)) ^ 0 
for any aL e Mh n Oc] . 
We can now proceed to the finite dimensional approximation of the problem (0>)\ 
Problem (&h). To find a vector-function uheKh(Q) such that 
(8.7) a(uh, vh - uh) £ 0 for any vh e Kh(Q) . 
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It can be verified in the same way as in the case of the set K(Q) c V(Q) that the set 
Kh(Q) c Vh(Q) is convex and closed. Then we obtain a theorem analogous to 
Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4. There exists a unique solution uh e Kh(Q) of the problem (&h) for 
every h e(0, h0>. . -
We further show that a sequence uh of solutions of the problems (0>h) converges 
to the solution u of the problem (&). First we verify the weak convergence. 
Lemma 8. Let uh e Kh(Q) be a solution of the problem (0>h) for every h e (0, hQ>, 
let u e K(Q) be a solution of the problem (0>). Then 
(8.8) uh-- u weakly in V(Q) for h -> 0 . 
Proof. Choose a sequence {vh} e Kh(Q) such that |vh | |F ( 0 ) :g Cx for every he 
e(0, h0}. Due to the coerciviiy of the form a(", •) we obtain the boundedness of 
the sequence {uh} e Kh(Q) of solutions of the problems (&h): 
(8.9) ||uh||F(0) ^ C for any he(0,h0). 
Then there exists a subsequence chosen from {uh} (denoted again by {uh}) such that 
(8.10) uh -- u* weakly in V(Q). 
We have to verify u* = u is a solution of the problem (&). First we show that 
u* = <u*, v*, w*> eK(Q), i.e. 
(8.11) Z7(M, u*(x, cp)) ^ 0 for any (x, cp)eQ. 
As uh = (iih, vh, wh> G Kh(Q), we have 
(8.12) H(M, uh(^)) ^ 0 for any at e Jih n :QC. 
Let s > 0. As the function uh is uniformly continuous on Q, there exists such 
a number hx e (0, /i0> that 
(8.13) FI(M, uh(x, c/>)) ^ - s for any (x, cp) e Qc . 
The set 
K£(0) = {u = <w, v, w> G V(0)| H(M, u(M)) ^ -e for any M e Qc} 
is convex, closed and hence weakly closed in V(Q). Thus we have with respect to 
(8.10) u* G K(O) and hence •' 
(8.14) 11 (M, u*(x, cp)) ^ - s for any (x, cp) e Qc. , • 
As s > 0 is an arbitrary positive number, we obtain 
(8.15) H(M, u*(x, </>)) ^ 0 for any (x, cp) e Qc, 
which means that u* eK(O). ;,(i 
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It remains to show that u* is a solutions of the problem (0>). Let v e K(Q) n 
n [C°°(Q)]3. Denote by v:h the Vh(Q) — interpolation polynomial belonging to the 
function v e K(Q). Obviously v[eKh(Q), because n(M,v[(ai)) = H(M, v(a()) = 0 
for every at e Mh n jQc. This means 
(8.16) a(uh, vl - uh) = 0 . 
Using the estimate [2] 
(8.17) ||v - y[\\yia) = c h\\v\\iHHQ)xHHQ)xHHan for any v e V(Q) n [C°°(.Q)]
3 , 
we can write 
a(ulv v[ - uh) = -a(uh, v - v[) + a(uft, v) - a(uh, uh). 
The function a(m, •) is lower semicontinuous on V(Q) and by (8.10), (8.17) we obtain 
the inequality 
(8.18) a(u*, v - u*) = 0 for any v e K(Q) n [C°°(-1)]
3 
by letting h -> 0 + . 
It is verified in [6] that the set K(Q) n [C°°(Q)]3 is dense in K(-Q) and the ine-
quality (8.18) holds also for arbitrary v e K(Q). Hence u* is a solution of the problem 
(0*). We have then u* = u due to the unicity of the solution of (0>) and the proof 
is completed. 
The following theorem asserts the strong convergence of the sequence {uh}. 
Theorem 5. Let uh e Kh(Q), h e (0, h0> and u e K(Q) be solutions of the problem 
(@>h) and (0>), respectively. Then 
(8.19) Hm||u, - u\\V(Q) = 0. 
/i-*0 + 
Proof. Using the inequalities (6.5), (8.7) we obtain the estimates 
c i K - u\\vw ^ a(uh ~ u, uh- u)^ a(u, u - uh) + 
+ a(uh, v[ - u), ct> 0, for any v e K(Q) n [C°°(Q)]
3 . 
Passing to the limit we arrive at 
(8.20) 0 = c! lim sup ||ufc - u\\V{Q) = a(u, v - u) 
h-+0 + 
for any v e K(Q) n [C°°(:Q)]3 . 
As the set K(Q) n [C°°(Q)]3 is dense in K(Q), the inequality (8.20) holds for every 
v G K(Q). We can now put v = u and obtain 
0 = lim inf \\uh - u\\
2
V(Q) = lim sup ||u„ - u\\v(Q) = 0 , 
/i-+0+ h-+0 + 
and the relation (8.19) follows. 
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